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Key Information

Grade: Pre-school to 1 Group size: 6-10 studentsTopic: STEAM subjects

Robo Wunderkind Introductory Projects are created to be your students’ first step into the world of robotics. Ten story-based projects 
will introduce young learners to Robo Wunderkind’s modules through personal experiences in building and controlling robots in Robo Live App. 

Complexity: 
Each lesson includes the basic level as well as a possible modification — additional activity. It makes possible to adapt the complexity of the lessons 
to the personal needs of your students.

Recommended Prior Knowledge: 
Students do not need any prior knowledge, as they will learn the basic terminology and the principles of robotics and controlling robots using 
Robo Wunderkind robotics kit and Robo Live App.

Materials Required:
•   Robo Wunderkind robotics kit(s); 
•   Tablet(s);
•   Some materials to customize robots and create an environment: Lego™ bricks, colored paper, cardboard etc.;
•   Supporting materials: Printable Module images and “Robo’s Diary” — student working sheets.
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Concepts covered in Introductory Projects

1. Robotics, Engineering 

2. Electricity: Electrical Power 

3. Wireless Communication

4. Remote Control

5. Design Thinking Process: 

•  (Mechanical) Design

•  Controls Design

6. User Input: Using the Controls

•  User Input: Sound Controls

•  User Input: Light Control

•  User Input: Motors Control

•  User Input: Servo Control

7. Outputs: Functions of Modules

•  Outputs: Sounds

•  Outputs: (RGB) Light

•  Outputs: DC Motors

•  Outputs: Servo Motor

Concepts Project 1      Project 2    Project 3    Project 4   Project 5    Project 6    Project 7    Project 8    Project 9     Project 10
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Learning Outcomes

Robotics:
•   Understand what robots are and their functions in everyday life; 
•   Understand what electrical power is and why robots need it; 
•   Understand how people control robots by remote control;
•   Understand and follow the classroom rules of using technology.

Robo Wunderkind Robotics Kit:
•   Know some of Robo’s modules and connectors, and understand their functions (Output);
•   Know what the Main Block is, understand its functions; can explain why it is necessary in every project;
•   Understand and take into account the general logic of building robots with Robo Wunderkind robotics kit;
•   Can combine modules to consider the functions required in order to build a robot for concrete purposes (Mechanical Design).

Robo Live App:
•   Can switch on and connect the Main Block to the Robo Live App;
•   Can add, delete, and manage an appropriate Control (User Input and Control Design);
•   Can control particular robots in order to solve the set challenges.
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Learning Outcomes which Correspond to the Kindergarten Curriculum

Personal Growth:
•   Can pay attention to the information needed to complete certain tasks (Sustained, Selective, Alternating, and Divided attention); 
•   Can maintain concentration during the time allotted for completing tasks / projects; 
•   Can memorize information for short-term tasks, as well as for long-term periods; 
•   Develop spatial thinking in order to assemble robots which work in specific ways;
•   Develop the logical and algorithmic thinking skills required in order to control the robot in a certain way;
•   Develop critical thinking skills by solving the problem together with a teacher: set the goal, plan, action, reflect, recreate, evaluate, accept criticism;
•   Can use imagination and creativity to make up own project; 
•   Can ask and answer the “Why-questions”: draw the logical connections;
•   Develop enthusiasm, curiosity, and interest for learning.

Math
•   Can find common features and recognize differences, compare and sort objects by their attributes: color, size, shape and texture; 
•   Know and can recognize two and three-dimensional shapes, can compare and sort objects by shapes;
•   Know and can use numbers to count forward / backward, can compare and order the objects using numbers;
•   Know the directions: forward, backward, left, right;
•   Can use physical materials to solve simple addition and subtraction problems.

Social Skills:
•   Can work in pairs / small groups and use social skills to create a common project; 
•   Know and follow social rules, rules of behaviour while working in pair or a small group with other students;
•   Can form and share their opinions, listen to and accept other opinions;  
•   Can clean up the working place at the end of the lesson;
•   Can make a small presentation, tell a story for other students.

Science
•   Can come with an idea and make a simple experiment;
•   Can observe and describe;
•   Can make logical connections between thoughts and facts, between the learned fact and real world.
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Suggested Structure for a Project with Robo Wunderkind Robotics Kit

Activity Stages:

To Plan:

Lead-in

Guided Activity

Independent 
Activity

Final Reflexion 
& Feedback

Clean up

5 – 7 min

10 – 15 min

7 – 10 min

5 – 7 min

3 – 5 min

•    Activate students: draw on previous knowledge and personal experiences;  
•    Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

•    Recall some of the previous knowledge about the RW robotics kit and the Apps;
•    Learn by doing: let students solve different challenges and gather knowledge through cooperative play 
     and discussions; 
•    Sum up new information before the independent activity.  

•    Set the concrete task for the own project;
•    Independent work: students work individually / in pairs / in small groups; 
     Teacher provides struggling students with one-on-one assistance; 
•    Presentation of all the projects for the class.

*    Additional activity: some more projects on which students can work they finish the lesson early.

•    Ask your students about the tasks they have solved, the projects they have created, 
     and the attitudes and emotions they experienced during the lesson; 
•    Use the worksheets to check student progress.

•    Teach students to take care of devices they use: turn the power off on the orange Main Block, take it apart, 
      and put all modules of Robo back into the boxes; lock and carefully collect all the tablets.

•   Objectives and Learning Outcomes; 
•   Focus on the particular modules, controls in Robo Live App;
•   Key vocabulary.

Expected time of each lesson: 35 — 60 min
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Project 1: Meet Robo!

Complexity: Concepts: Robotics, Engineering, (Mechanical) Design

Robo’s Story: 
Robots are created by people to help with many different tasks 
which may sometimes be too complex, too dangerous, or simply 
too boring to do ourselves. Today, we have a special guest in  
our class! This is Robo, a smart robot that has come to our  
kindergarten to be our friend and help us with different tasks.  
Do you think Robo can learn together with us? 

Lesson Goal: 
To get to know Robo, we will become engineers and assemble 
our  first robot!
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Focus: 
•   Robotics: robots and their functions in the everyday life;              
•   RW robotics kit: modules and how they look; connectors, disconnecting tool.

Objectives:
•   To assemble the robot using different modules, connectors, and the disconnecting tool.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I can explain what robot is;
•   I know some of Robo’s modules: can distinguish and sort them by color, shape and size;
•   I can attach modules to the Main Block using the connectors, detach them using the disconnecting tool.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Robot, Modules, Connectors, Disconnecting tool.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules;
•   Worksheet #1;
•   Optional: Lego™ bricks, colored paper, and/or other materials.

Modules: 

Project 1: Meet Robo!

Main Block

Distance SensorButton

Wheels

Connector
Flat Lego

DC Motors

Connector 
Block

RGB LED

Servo

Small Wheel

Connector 
Wire

Connectors
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Project 1: Meet Robo!
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1     Ask: Do you know what a robot is? Why do people create robots? Have you ever seen a robot? Who has experience with using robots? 
       Who studies robots? 

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Explore the boxes with Robo: Find and sort Robo’s modules by color, size, shape and common features.

•      Main Block: Find the biggest Module and describe it: shape, color etc. Can you guess why it is the biggest Module? Compare it to other 
        Modules by size, color and shape.
•     Cubes: Find all the modules which look like cubes. How many cube-like modules are there? Which color are they? How they are similar / 
       different? Sort them into 2 groups: Why did you sort them this way? 
•     Green parts: Find all the green parts of Robo; show and describe them. How they are similar / different? Sort them into 3 groups: Why did you
       sort them this way? 

4     Assemble the first Robo: Attach different modules to the Main Block using connectors; detach them using the Disconnecting tool.
•      Main Block:  it’s the most important Module of Robo: its brain! It makes all other Modules work.
•      Flat Modules: Try to attach different Modules to the Main Block: which of the Modules can be attached and why?  
•      Cube-like Modules and Connectors: Try to attach Cube-like Modules to the Main Block, discuss that something is missing to do it. 
       Find the Connectors in the box and use them to attach different Cube-like modules to the Main Block. 
•      Disconnecting tool: detach the Modules and Connectors.

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed. Customize your Robo with 
        the Lego™ bricks, colored paper, and other materials.

        Additional activity: Give your Robo the name and come up with a story about it.

6     Sum up: number of the Modules, their color, shape, common features and differences. Use Worksheet #1 and ask student to count 
        and colorized the Modules.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.
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Project 2: Robo Is a Synthesizer

Complexity: Concepts: Electricity, Remote Control, Controls Design: Sound Controls

Robo’s Story: 
Robo loves music; Robo would like to play some music with you! 
As you know, Robo can transform into different robots, so let’s 
build a Robo-Synthesizer to play music on it!

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-Synthesizer to play music on it.
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Focus: 
•   Tablet: its functions; rules for tablets use;
•   RW robotics kit: Main Block;
•   Robo Live App: Interface, Sounds control.

Objectives:
•   To control the Main Block and make sounds using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know what a device and synthesizer is;
•   I can explain why every robot needs the Main Block;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can control the Main Block to make Sounds using Robo Live App.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Tablet, Music Instrument, Synthesizer, Main Block, Sound control.

Additional Materials: 
•   Music or musical instruments;
•   Cards with RW Modules;
•   Worksheet #2;
•   Optional: Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Modules: 

Main Block

Project 2: Robo Is a Synthesizer

Robo Live App: 
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Project 2: Robo Is a Synthesizer
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1     Play a piece of music or an instrument. Ask: Do you like music? Can you play music? What do we need to make music? What is a musical 
        instrument? Can we transform our Robo into the musical instrument?

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall that Main Block is a Robo’s brain and it has to be in each project. 

4     Explore the Robo Live App:
•      Discuss the need of tablet to control Robo;
•      Hand out the tablets and discuss the rules for tablets use;
•      Switch on the Main Block, connect it to the Robo Live App, and discuss what appears on the screen!

        Learn about Sound controls: add them on the screen and try out to create a melody!
•      Add and play specific sounds altogether, in harmony;
•      Add and play certain sounds one after another – like a chain; 
•      Create a melody: play sounds in a specific order (use the printed icons from supporting materials to show students the order).

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-Synthesizer using the Main Block, other Modules or Connectors; Decorate your Robo 
        with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, or other materials. 

         Additional activity: Play music together as an orchestra! Use different musical instruments or play music from the computer, ask students 
         to play music on Robo-Synthesizers together with you.

6     Sum up: information about the Main Block, rules of tablet use, Robo Live App interface, different Sounds controls. Use Worksheet #2 and ask
       students to colourize the “brain” of Robo – Main Block and 3 favourite sounds they made.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.
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Project 3: Robo Is a Colorful Night Light

Concepts: Electricity, Remote Control, (RGB) Light, Light Control

Robo’s Story: 
Some robots sleep during the night, so they have a bedtime just 
before going to sleep- as you do! How can we make our dreams 
nice and colorful? Do you have a colorful night light? Can we build 
one using Robo?

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-Colorful night light to make a bedtime routine 
more cozy.

Complexity: 
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: RGB Light;
•   Robo Live App: Light control.

Objectives:
•  To build the Robo-flashlight and control the RGB Light using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know what a night light is;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can find and attach the RGB Light to the Main Block;
•   I can control the RGB Light using Robo Live App;
•   I know the colors and can set a certain color for RGB Light.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Light (Module), Light control.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules;
•   Worksheet #3;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 3: Robo Is a Colorful Night Light

RGB LED

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block
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Project 3: Robo Is a Colorful Night Light
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1     Ask: What is your bedtime routine? How can we create a cozy mood in our bedroom to make the dreams sweet and colourful? 

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall: The function of the Main Block, the rules for tablets use; Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Find Light and attach it to the Main Block;
•      Use Light control to try different colours for RGB Light.

•      Make a light of a certain colour or a few lights in a specific order: red – blue- green e.t.c.;
•      Show your mood using the colour of the Light;
•      Game: repeat a colour which was shown (by teacher / the previous student).

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-Colorful night light using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed. 
       Optional: Decorate your Robo-Colorful night light with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, and other materials. 

        Additional activity: Add Sounds to your night light; turn the lights in the classroom off and make a small and cozy party with Robo!

6     Sum up: the function of Light (Module), colours you made; ask about what devices students also build using the Light. Use Worksheet #3 – 
       ask students to colourize the modules they used to build their night lights and three favourite colours they made.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.
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Project 4: Robo Is a Fan

Robo’s Story: 
Oh, it’s so hot here in our classroom. How can we cool down the 
air a bit? As you know our friend Robo can transform into different 
robots, which Robo can help us?

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-fan to cool down the air.

Complexity: Concepts: Remote Control, (DC) Motor, Motor Control, (Mechanical) Design 
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: DC Motor;
•   Robo Live App: Motor 1 control.

Objectives:
•   To build a Robo-Fan and control the DC Motor using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know what fan, motor is;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the tablet;
•   I can find and attach DC Motor to the Main Block;
•   I can control the DC Motor using Robo Live App.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Fan, motor (in general), Motor (Module), Motor control.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules;
•   Worksheet #4;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 4: Robo Is a Fan

Wheels

DC Motors

Connector 
Block

Connectors

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block
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Project 4: Robo Is a Fan
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1     Ask: How do people make their everyday life more comfortable? What kind of devices do you have at home?

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall: the function of the Main Block, the rules for tablets use; Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Find the Motor, describe it and discuss its rotating part; build the Robo-Fan together with the students;
•      Use the Motor control to control your Robo-Fan and discuss it.

•      Make the fan rotate right / left, clockwise / counter-directionally;
•      Use the reverse button and discuss how it influences the Motor movement;
•      Detach the Motor and try to attach its rotating part to the Main Block, discuss why the Motor doesn’t work this way.

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-Fan using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed. 
       Optional: Decorate your Robo-Fan with the Lego™ bricks, colored paper, and other materials. 

         Additional activity: Add Light to the build, add Light and Sound controls onto the screen, and control them all together to make a funny 
        Robo-Fan.

6     Sum up: The function of the Motor, its rotating part, and how it has to be attached to the Main Block; directions of rotation. Use Worksheet #4 
       and ask students to colourize the Modules they used to build the Robo-Fan.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.
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Project 5: Robo Is a Car

Robo’s Story: 
Robo is a very curious creature who likes to discover the world 
around! Robo wants to travel, but first Robo needs to how to drive! 
Can we build a Robo-Car?

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-car to drive around.

Complexity: Concepts: (DC) Motors, Joystick, Tilt Control, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: 2 DC Motors;
•   Robo Live App: Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls; Joystick, Tilt control.

Objectives:
•   To build a Robo-Car which can drive and control both DC Motors using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know what vehicle / car is;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can find and attach two DC Motors to the Main Block to build a robot which can drive;
•   I can control both DC Motor and drive the Robo-Car using Robo Live App.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Vehicle, Car, Motors (Modules).

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules; Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls; Joystick;
•   Worksheet #5;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 5: Robo Is a Car

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block

Wheels

DC Motors

Connectors
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Project 5: Robo Is a Car

Activity Stages:
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1     Ask: Which Robos have we already built? Which Robo’s Modules have we already used last time?

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall: the function of the Main Block, the rules for tablets use; Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Find the Motors, describe them and discuss the rotating parts; find the Big Wheels and discuss how to attach them to the Motors; 
•      Build the Robo-Car together with the students;
•      Use Motor 1 control only and discuss that only Motor 1 is moving and how it affects Robo-Car’s movement; do the same for Motor 2;
•      Drive forward and back using Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls only, use the reverse button and discuss how it affects Robo-Car’s movement;
•      Turn left / right using Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls only and discuss what you need to do it;
•      Drive forward and back, turn left or right using Joystick only / Tilt control only and discuss how it’s different from using Motor 1 and 2 
        controls;
•      Drive Robo-Car between the obstacles.

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-Vehicle which can drive using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed. 
       Optional: Customize your Robo-Vehicle with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, and other materials.

         Additional activity: Create an environment for Robo to travel in (For example: wood with rock and trees); come up with a story and set off the 
        first Robo’s journey!

6     Sum up: Motors’ rotating parts, how they have to be attached to the Main Block / Big Wheels; Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls, Joystick and Tilt 
       control. Use Worksheet #5 and ask students to colorize the Modules they used to build Robo-Car and their favourite control.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.
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Project 6: Robo Travels to the Toy Town

Robo’s Story: 
This morning, Robo received a letter from the other toys who live 
in Toytown. They invited Robo to visit the town and meet new 
friends there! Robo is very happy to go on its first journey  
to Toytown, but it is a bit nervous… Can we help Robo to travel  
to Toytown?

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-vehicle which is able to visit the toytown 
and make friends!

Complexity: Concepts: Sounds, Light and Motors Controls, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: Main Block, RGB Light, 2 DC Motors;
•   Robo Live App: Sound, Light, Motor 1 and Motor 2 Controls, Joystick, Tilt control.

Objectives:
•   To build a Robo-Vehicle which can drive;control the Main Block, RGB Light and both DC Motors using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can build a Robo-Vehicle which can drive;
•   I can control the Main Block, RGB Light and both DC Motors using Robo Live App;
•   I can drive Robo-Vehicle through different obstacles.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Repeat all the terms you have learned.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules;
•   Worksheet #6;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 6: Robo Travels to the Toy Town

RGB LED

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block

Wheels

DC Motors

Connectors
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Project 6: Robo Travels to the Toy Town
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1     Ask: Do you like traveling? What is your favourite type of traveling? How do you usually travel? By car? By plane? By bus? 

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall: the Main Block, RGB Light, DC Motors and their functions. Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live App interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Create an environment together with your students: use different materials and toys to build the toy town; 
•      Ask which Modules Robo may need to travel in the toytown and why; build the Robo-traveller together with the students;
•      Recall: drive forward and back, turn left or right using Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls only / Joystick only / Tilt control to help Robo be more 
        self-confident in driving before going to the toytown;
•      Drive Robo between the houses to visit a first toy: use Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls, Joystick and Tint control; 
•      Meet a new friend: use Light control and different Sound Controls in a specific order to communicate with the toys in Toytown;
•      Drive and make signals in an exact order. For example: Make sound each time after you turn; make a red light when you drive forward 
       and green when you turn. 

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-traveller which can drive using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed and drive 
        it into Toytown.
        Optional: Customize your Robo-Vehicle with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, and other materials.

         Additional activity: Come up with a story of your Robo and make a presentation of it for a class. 

6     Sum up: Main Block, RGB Light, DC Motors and their functions; Sounds, Light, Motors controls, Joystick and Tint control. Use Worksheet #6 
       and ask students to colourize the Modules and match them to the right Controls.  

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.

Activity Stages:
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Project 7: Robo Looks Around

Robo’s Story: 
Now, our Robo has friends in the toy town and would like 
to communicate with them more. How do we as humans 
communicate? Can we build a robot which has a head? 
Can our Robo turn its head?

Lesson Goal: 
Build Robo with a head and teach it how to look around 
and communicate with other toys!

Complexity: Concepts: Servo, Servo Control, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: Servo-Motor;
•   Robo Live App: Servo control.

Objectives:
•   To build the Robo-guard and control the Servo-Motor using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know where a right and a left side is;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can find and attach Servo-Motor to the Main Block to build the Robo-Guard;
•   I can control the Main Block, RGB Light, and Servo-Motor.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Left / right side, Servo-Motor (module).

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules; Servo-Motor;
•   Worksheet #6;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 7: Robo Looks Around

RGB LED

Distance 
Sensor

Servo

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block

Wheels Connectors
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Project 7: Robo Looks Around
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1     Ask: Where did our Robo travel to? Who did it meet? 

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall the function of the Main Block, the rules for tablets use. Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Find the Servo-Motor, describe it and discuss its colour and rotating part; build the Robo together with the students;
•      Build the Robo which has a head together with the students;
•      Use the Servo control to make the Robo turn its head, discuss where the right or left side is; what helps us to remember it? 

•      Ask: What can our Robo do now? How can it help Robo? Control a Robo using Robo Live App to turn its head in different directions; 
•      Discuss: Where the right side and the left side is? Turn your head to the right/left. Now turn Robo’s head to the right/left;
•      Place Robo between 2 toys, use Sound controls, Light control, Servo-Control to turn and communicate with one toy and then with another. 
       Make Robo look back;
•      Detach the Servo-Motor and try to attach its rotating part to the Main Block-- discuss why the Motor does not work this way.

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo with a head using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed; 
        Optional: Decorate your Robo with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, and other materials. 

         Additional activity: Make a story about your Robo and how it make friends with other toys, use Sound controls, Light control, Servo-Control 
        in the Story; tell the story to the class. 

6     Sum up: Why Robo needed a head; the look and function of the Servo Motor, its rotating part, and how it has to be attached to the Main Block. 
        Use Worksheet #7; Ask students to colourize a new Module they used to make the Robo turn its head.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.

Activity Stages:
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Project 8: Robo Is a Guard

Robo’s Story: 
The toys from the toy town asked Robo to help them to keep 
streets safe and be become a guard. What should 
a Robo-Guard do? 

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-guard to help toys in toy town to keep streets safe.

Complexity: Concepts: Servo and Motor Controls, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: Servo-Motor and (DC) Motor;
•   Robo Live App: Servo control, Motor 1 Control.

Objectives:
•  To build the Robo-Guard and control the Servo-Motor and the (DC) Motors regarding their functions 
    using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I know what a guard is;
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can find and attach Servo-Motor and (DC) Motor to the Main Block to build the Robo-Guard; 
     I know the difference between them;
•   I can control the Main Block, RGB Light, (DC) Motor and Servo-Motor.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Guard, left / right side, Servo-Motor, (DC) Motor.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules; Servo-Motor; (DC) Motor;
•   Worksheet #8;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 8: Robo Is a Guard

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block Distance 
Sensor

Servo

Wheels Connectors

DC Motor

Connector 
Block

x3
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Project 8: Robo Is a Guard
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1     Ask: Who is a guard? What does a guard do? How can robots help people to keep the streets safe?

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall the function of the Main Block, the rules for tablets use; Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live interface;

4     Learn by doing:
•      Discuss which Modules you will need in order to build a Robo-guard and find all of them; 
•      Build the Robo-guard together with the students;
•      Discuss the look of (DC) Motor and Servo-Motor; use the Robo Live App to control them and see how they are similar or different;
•      Ask: What can our Robo do now? How can it help Robo? Control a Robo using Robo Live App to turn its head in different directions; 
•      Discuss: Where the right side and the left side is? Turn your head to the right/left. Now turn Robo’s head to the right/left;
•      Place Robo between two toys, use Sound controls, Light control, Servo-control to turn and communicate with one toy and then with another. 
        Make Robo look back;
•      Detach the Servo-Motor and try to attach its rotating part to the Main Block, discuss why the Motor doesn’t work this way.

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-guard using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed. 
        Optional: Decorate your Robo-guard with the Lego™ bricks, coloured paper, and other materials. 

         Additional activity: Add Light to the build, add Light and Sound controls onto the screen and control them all together to make a Robo-Guard 
        more professional.

6     Sum up: the functions, similarities and differences of the Servo and (DC) Motors, how a Robo-guard helped toys. Use Worksheet #9 and ask
       students to colourize Servo and (DC) Motors, connect them to the right movements they make.

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.

Activity Stages:
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Project 9: Robo Is a Pet

Robo’s Story: 
Some people can’t have a pet, due to many different 
circumstances. In today’s modern life, robots can transform 
in different creatures-- they can even become smart robot pets! 
Would you like to play with a Robo-Pet?

Lesson Goal: 
Build a Robo-pet using all the Modules we have learned 
and teach it to be our friend.

Complexity: Concepts: Input and Output, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: all the Modules;
•   Robo Live App: all the Controls.

Objectives:
•   To build the Robo-Pet which can drive and control the Main Block, RGB Light, both DC Motors 
     and Servo Motor using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can build a Robo-Pet which can drive and turn its head;
•   I can control the Main Block, RGB Light, both DC Motors and Servo Motor using Robo Live App;
•   I can solve tasks given by a teacher.

Key Vocabulary:
•   Repeat all the terms you have learned.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with RW Modules; 
•   Worksheet #9;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 9: Robo Is a Pet

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block

Distance Sensor

Wheels

Connector
Flat Lego

DC Motors

Connector 
Block

RGB LED

Servo

Small Wheel Connectors
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Project 9: Robo Is a Pet
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1     Ask: Do you have a pet? Do you take care about your pet? Is it difficult? Why don’t some people have pets, even if they like them? What does it 
        mean to be responsible for a pet? Can all people adapt to all pets? Can we create robot pets? Have you ever seen the robot what looks like a pet?

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Recall: the Main Block, RGB Light, DC Motors and their functions. Connect the Main Block to the tablet and recall the Robo Live App interface.

4     Learn by doing:
•      Discuss which Modules you will need in order to build a Robo-Pet, find all of them Build the Robo-Pet together with the students;
•      Discuss that you need to use (DC) Motors with the Big wheels and Servo-Motor for a head and ask why;
•      Create an environment (optional) together with your students: use different materials and toys to make a place for a pet; 
•      Program the Robo-Pet to make different sounds / light signals in an exact order, slowly increase the number of sounds / light signals; 
       For example: 1 Sound + 2 Lights; 2 Sounds + 2 Lights etc.;
•      Program the Robo-Pet to drive forward and back, turn left or right using Motor 1 and Motor 2 controls only / Joystick only / Tilt control;
•      Program the Robo-Pet to drive between some obstacles in order to find a food / play with the students;
•      Program the Robo-Pet to drive and make signals in an exact order. For example: Make a sound each time after you turn; make a red light when
        you drive forward and green when you turn. 

5     Make an own project: Assemble your own Robo-Pet using all the Modules and Connectors we have discussed.
        Optional: Customize your Robo-Pet with the Lego™ bricks, colored paper, and other materials.

         Additional activity: Come up with a story of your Robo-Pet and tell to the class.

6     Sum up: Main Block, RGB Light, DC Motors and Servo Motor and their functions; Sounds, Light, Motors and Servo Motor controls, Joystick 
        and Tint control. Use Worksheet #9 and ask students to colourize the Modules they used and match them to the right Controls. 

7     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.

Activity Stages:
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Project 10: What Is Your Robo?

Robo’s Story: 
Now it is your turn to decide which device or character you would 
like your Robo to transform into! We also need to come up with 
a reason as to why we need this particular Robo-Device 
or character, and be able to explain how it will help us!

Lesson Goal: 
Create your own Robo-Project and come up with a story about it. 

Complexity: Concepts: Input and Output, (Mechanical) Design, Controls Design
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Focus: 
•   RW robotics kit: all the Modules;
•   Robo Live App: all the Controls.

Objectives:
•   To build the Robo-Device or character, come up with a story about it and control the Main Block, RGB Light, 
    both DC Motors and Servo Motor using Robo Live App.

Learning Outcomes:
•   I can switch the Main Block on and connect it to the Robo Live App;
•   I can consider how to combine modules to build the Robo-Device / character;
•   I can control the Main Block, RGB Light, both DC Motors and Servo Motor using Robo Live App;
•   I can come up with a story, build my own project, and create an environment for it using different materials;
•   I can present my project to the class and give the constructive feedback to other student.

Key vocabulary:
•   Repeat all the terms you have learned.

Additional Materials: 
•   Cards with key steps for own project; 
•   Worksheet #10;
•   Optional:  Lego™ bricks, colored paper or other materials.

Project 10: What Is Your Robo?

Robo Live App: 

Modules: 

Main Block

Distance SensorButton

Wheels

Connector
Flat Lego

DC Motors

Connector 
Block

RGB LED

Servo

Small Wheel

Connector 
Wire

Connectors
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Project 10: What Is Your Robo?
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1     Activate students: discuss all the projects you have created before and how Robo helped you in different situations.

2     Analyse: tell Robo’s story, identify the problem situation and come up with a theoretical solution. 

3     Discuss with the steps required to achieve the goal, put the cards with key steps on the board so students follow the plan;

4     Guide students through all the steps accurately; help them feel as though they are doing the project independently.

5     Steps: 

       1. Reasoning: Come up with idea of your Robo-Device and the reason why we need this particular Robo; be able to explain how it will help us; 
       2. Building: Create your own Robo-Device using all modules, connectors of different types, Lego™ bricks, or other materials; 
       3. Setting: Create the environment for your Robo project;
       4. Controlling: Use the Robo Live App to control your Robo;
       5. Story making: Come up with a concrete story of your Robo which you will tell to the other students;
       6. Presentation: Show your project to the other students and discuss it.

5     Make an own project: Students work independently / in pairs / in small groups in order to create the Robo-project;
        Students can also cooperate to make the common project with two or more robots.

6     Presentation: Students present their projects to the class with a help of a teacher.

7      Use Worksheet #10 and ask students to draw their Robo-Device / character or a piece of the story they came up with.  

8     Clean up: Teach students to take care of the devices they use: RW Modules and the tablets.

Activity Stages:
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Key Vocabulary for Teachers

Robot -

Robotics – 

Engineering – 

Computer –  

Electricity  – 

Wireless communi-
cation / 
Bluetooth signals – 

Remote control -

a machine that can do the set of tasks automatically or under the control of a computer. Robots are created by people to help with 
many different tasks which may sometimes be too complex, too dangerous, or simply too boring to do ourselves.

a field in engineering and science where many different skills are used to design, produce and control robots.

the process of creating and building technological solutions and products by using math and science. An engineer is a person 
who does the engineering. Engineers solve problems with their inventions. There are several branches of engineering.

a device for working with information. The information can be numbers, words, pictures, movies, or sounds. Computer informa-
tion is also called data. Computers can process huge amounts of data very quickly. They also store and display data. People use 
computers every day: at work, at school, and at home. Computers are used in factories to control how things are made and in 
offices to keep records, for example. 

There is a small computer inside the Robo’s Main Block, which sends and receives the signals from the tablet and processes the 
information so that we can control it. This is why the Main Block always has to be in every project in order for all other modules 
to work! 

 
Electrical Power – a type of energy that can build up in one place or flow from one place to another; it is used to make many dif-
ferent electronic devices work. Robo Wunderkind modules are powered by a battery inside the Main Block. Power is passed from 
module to module through the Connectors (Pogo-Pins on them) and Faces on each module.

Wireless communication / Bluetooth signals – is a special technology for exchanging information between devices over short 
distances.

a device or mechanism for controlling from a point at some distance removed; one of the way to control robots.
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Modules to Print
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Modules to Print


